A possible mechanism for the effect of modifiable lateral inhibition in the striatum on the selection of conditioned reflex motor responses.
A mechanism is proposed for the effects of striatal dopamine-modifiable lateral inhibition on the selection of conditioned reflex motor responses. According to this mechanism, activation of dopamine D1 (D2) receptors on strionigral (striopallidal) neurons facilitates long-term depression (potentiation) of the inhibitory inputs simultaneously with potentiation (depression) of the excitatory inputs, of sufficient strength to open NMDA channels. For " weak" excitation, insufficient to open NMDA channels, the modification rules were of the opposite sign. Activation of presynaptic D2 (D1) receptors leads to decreases (increases) in GABA release from strionigral (striopallidal) axon terminals innervating strionigral (striopallidal) cells. As a result, dopamine-modifiable lateral inhibition simultaneously increases both the potentiation (depression) of the excitatory inputs to "strongly" activated strionigral (striopallidal) neurons, increasing (decreasing) their activity, and increases the depression (potentiation) of the excitatory inputs to the "weakly" activated strionigral (striopallidal) neurons, decreasing (increasing) their activity. Subsequent reorganization of neuron activity in the cortex-basal ganglia-thalamus-cortex circuit facilitates selection of conditioned reflex motor responses by further increasing (decreasing) the activity of those motor cortex neurons which were "strongly" ("weakly") excited by the striatum in conditions of dopamine release in response to the conditioned stimulus.